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Abstract
The Infrared Multi-Object Spectrograph (IRMOS) is a
ground based, low budget, principle investigator class,
cryogenic instrument for IR astronomy. The instrument
envelope and optomechanical designs were defined prior
to beginning mechanism detailed designs, so serious
volumetric constraints were encountered during the
advanced design phase. This fact and the high precision
requirements, room temperature and cryogenic operation,
and budgetary constraints led to simple, robust and
relatively cost effective designs. We describe the
mechanism requirements, analysis and design. Without
time for a development program, several significant
assumptions proved incorrect and the lessons learned will
also be discussed.
Introduction
IRMOS is a telescope instrument developed by NASA, the
Space Telescope Science Institute and the National
Optical Astronomy Observatories for use on the 4 meter
and 2.1 meter telescopes at the Kitt Peak National
Observatory, near Tucson, Arizona. The instrument is
designed to provide a test bed for the microelectromechanical system (MEMS) spectrometer concept
for the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) as well as
providing a state-of-the-art instrument for collecting
scientific data.
IRMOS was conceived as an instrument that would fulfill
two primary goals. By using a commercial MEMS multimirror array device as a real-time, programmable, multiaperture field stop, simultaneous spectra of ~100 objects
can be produced. This is critical to a space-based multiobject spectrograph. Secondly, the "PI-class" facility
instrument would be available for astronomers to use and
train on prior to the availability of a space-based solution.
The operating temperature for IRMOS is approximately
80K to allow for IR detector operation and for improved
K-band performance. The optical bench and mirrors are
machined from a unique heat treatment process of
aluminum (AL) 6061-T651 developed under this program,
allowing for consistent optical alignment. IRMOS utilizes

four large, powered mirrors, three flat mirrors, two rotary
mechanisms, one linear mechanism, a commercial MEMS
multi-mirror array device and a large format, HgCdTe
detector, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – IRMOS instrument highlighting grating
wheel and focus mechanisms
The project management philosophy was different from
what is customary for space flight quality mechanisms.
The development schedule was extremely aggressive and
available funding was tight. This ground based
development effort seemed like a good opportunity for
junior mechanism engineers. Unfortunately, lack of close
mentoring as well as the budget and schedule drivers led
the design team to be forced to cut critical tests and
analyses that would normally be expected for flight
performance verification. As a result, the mechanisms
suffered from several metallurgical and analysis issues
involving bearings, sliding surfaces, galling and stiffness.
Grating Wheel Mechanism (GWM)
The GWM was conceived as a rotary mechanism to move
the chosen optical element into the desired, active
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position. The initial mechanical and operational design
requirements for the GWM were defined as shown:
Grating Mechanism Mechanical Requirements
Number of Positions 14 (13 gratings, 1 flat mirror)
Speed 1 revolution/minute
Life 60,000 cycles, 5 years
Lubrication None
Operating Enviroments 80K/vacuum and ambient
Volume fit in predefined space
Other Power off hold capability

to the mechanism motor mount and a thin 440C target that
was bonded into a slot in the wheel. Alignment cubes on
the rotating wheel and motor mount as well as fiducial
marks on the sides and back of the gratings were provided
so that grating alignment could be expedited prior to
instrument integration.

In addition, the GWM must provide positional tolerances
and alignment stability during observations with respect to
the grating wheel rotation axis as shown below:
Grating Position Requirements
Alignment
Stability Units
Translations ± 0.00984
± 0.009
inches
Rotations ± 60.12
± 1.0008
arc-sec

The alignment requirement is defined as the ability to
position an element within the allowable range while the
stability requirement is defined as the tolerance about
which the placement position is maintained through a 6°
arbitrary rotation of the telescope during an observation.
The components are all heat-treated aluminum except for
the shaft and bearing cartridge. A cross-section of the final
design is shown in Figure 2. The design consists of
gratings mounted to uniquely oriented angular carriers that
use machinable shims to make fine angular adjustments
during optical integration. The grating assemblies are
mounted to a rotating wheel that has a spur gear cut on the
outer diameter. The gear is coated with a PTFE
fluoropolymer resin impregnated sulfuric anodize (MILA-63576) to harden the surface and provide dry
lubrication. A 15-5 PH stainless steel shaft supports the
wheel. 440C stainless steel back-to-back (DB) angular
contact bearings are clamped into the front end of the 416
steel bearing cartridge and preloaded through a spacer
sleeve and a pair of loose fitting radial bearings at the aft
end of the shaft. A wavy washer and two nuts in
combination preload the entire shaft to 30 lbs.
A commercial, high vacuum compatible, 1.8° stepper
motor is assembled with an antibacklash pinion to provide
a 10:1 gear drive ratio of the wheel. The pinion is also
coated with PTFE impregnated anodize and installed with
a generous gear center distance. This approach was chosen
to provide backlash stability and to account for thermal
differential contraction which could cause damage to the
system if otherwise cooled too rapidly with the nominal
gear center distance. Once around position knowledge is
provided through the use of an inductive sensor attached

Figure 2 - GWM design cross-section
Several tests and design iterations were required. All tests
were conducted with a single DB bearing pair with a deep
groove outrigger pair. As one might expect, no lubrication
of the bearings doomed them to fail very shortly after
exposure to vacuum.
During the first vacuum test, a noticeable increase in the
current required to move the mechanism was observed and
the GWM stopped functioning after only 300 cycles of its
planned 12,000 cycles or one year of use. Several theories
were considered before terminating the test and breaking
vacuum. Inspection of the mechanism proved to be
confusing as there was nothing that stood out as a cause of
failure. There was no unexpected wear between the gears
and no unusual debris in the test dewar. However,
improper use of the stepper motor controller was
suspected.
Additional vacuum tests were performed. The mechanism
required increased current to run once 80K was achieved.
The mechanism stalled after 5350 cycles, and the current
was again increased. Finally, the mechanism stalled and
seized at 7750 cycles at which time it was removed from
the test chamber for examination. This time, the failure
was much more apparent as fragments of the bearing ring,
retainer, and balls were found spilling out of the bearing
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cartridge. The inner ring of one deep groove outrigger
bearing was severely fractured. Both deep groove bearings
suffered retainer wear to the extent that ball containment
was lost completely.
Continued operation of the mechanism after the initial
stall makes it difficult to determine the initiating cause of
failure. However, it is clear that lack of lubricant
contributed to retainer wear in all of the bearings and to
subsurface fatigue cracking in the deep groove bearings.
The clamping load used to hard pre-load the duplex
bearing pair had been uncontrolled and was later
determined to be well in excess of recommended limits.
Several steps were taken to address the bearing failure
causes. MoS2 was burnished onto the lands and raceways
of bearings for subsequent tests to provide some
lubrication. The preload method was changed to
incorporate a characterized wave spring with a nominal 30
lb clamping force. The deep groove outrigger bearings
were replaced with angular contact bearings with no
preload. Once these modifications were made, a successful
test of 64,000 cycles was completed, the mechanism was
cleaned and refurbished with new bearings and delivered
to the optical group for grating integration with the
mechanism.
Focus Mechanism (FM)
While every effort was made to keep the design of the
instrument athermal, slight differential contraction during
cool-down will inevitably cause the detector focal plane to
shift. Since the instrument will be aligned at room
temperature, some way to ensure that the optical image is
focused on the detector at the operating temperature is
required. The FM provides the ability to adjust the
position of the detector to account for any axial shifts in
the focal plane. The initial mechanical requirements are
defined as:
Focus Mechanism Mechanical Requirements
Range of Focus +/- 2 mm
Step Resolution 0.025 mm
Speed 1 cycle/minute
Life 10,000 cycles, 5 years
Lubrication None
Operating Enviroments 80K/vacuum and ambient
Volume fit in predefined space

In addition, the positional requirements with respect to the
detector focal plane for the FM are shown below:

Focus Mechanism Position Requirements
Alignment
Stability
Units
x & y-direction ± 0.00984
± 3.94E-5
inches
z-direction ± 0.00984
± 7.87E-4
inches
x & y-rotation ± 4.00
± 1.00
arc-min
z-rotation ± 60.0
± 0.33
arc-min

Tight stability requirements and limited available space in
the instrument were the main factors that had to be
considered when designing the FM. Research of past
cryogenic translation stages with similar requirements
revealed a good potential concept for the basis of the
design – an eight-beam compound flexure. A similar
flexure was designed by the University of Hawaii Institute
for Astronomy and used for the flexure focus stage for the
Gemini Telescope Near Infrared Imager (NIRI). Though
the overall configuration of the mechanism was modified,
the flexure, lead screw and nut concepts were all used for
IRMOS, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - FM design cross-section
While the NIRI flexure was manufactured from titanium
and aluminum is not commonly used for flexures, it was
considered in this case because of thermal and cost
concerns. Finite element analysis was performed to scale
the original design to meet the IRMOS volumetric and
stiffness requirements. This initial analysis determined
that it would be possible to make an AL-6061 flexure that
met the volume requirement, would be stiff enough to
meet the stability requirements, and be able move through
the full range of motion for the required number of cycles,
without fear of fatigue or fracture.
After the scaled aluminum flexure was fabricated, it was
tested to ensure that 30 pounds force would translate the
stage ±2mm, as the FEA had predicted. Test data was not
in agreement with the analysis; 30 pounds only moved the
flexure 0.15mm. When the FEA was reviewed closely, an
error was found with one of the constants used. The
flexure had to be modified, which turned out to be very
costly and time consuming. If hand calculations or a
second form of analysis had been used to confirm results
of the FEA before the flexure was fabricated, the problem
could have easily been avoided.
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The design of the lead screw and nut was also a source of
many valuable lessons. NIRI used a M10X1.25 303
stainless steel lead screw, and a Dupont™ Vespel® SP-3
nut. This material combination was avoided since
Vespel® is very expensive compared to most metal alloys
and precise information on how the NIRI screw and nut
were fabricated (complex procedure due to the large
difference in CTEs), what verification tests were done,
and how they performed was not available.
In selecting the materials, the philosophy was to use
different materials for the two parts, to avoid galling of the
threads, but also to use materials with similar CTEs, so
that thermal contraction would not greatly affect the fit of
the threads. The first pair of materials selected was AL6061 for the screw and medium-leaded brass for the nut.
The CTE of aluminum is slightly higher than that of brass;
therefore, the fit of the threads at 80K would only be
slightly looser than at room temperature. The aluminum
screw was not PTFE anodized, for cost reasons. When the
mechanism was assembled for a fit check with this
screw/nut pair, it appeared to function well. It was cycled
approximately ten times through its full range of travel, in
ambient atmosphere, with no apparent problems.
However, when it was disassembled, a great deal of debris
was found in the threads of both parts. Microscopic
examination of the threads showed that the aluminum had
transferred onto the threads of the brass nut. Research on
the galling strength of certain material combinations,
which had not been considered before, revealed that brass
and aluminum is a poor match (galling stress of ~ 2.5 ksi).
This same galling data was used to select the next material
combination. Beryllium copper was found to have a very
high self-galling stress (~ 100 ksi), and since using the
same material for the nut and screw would eliminate any
concerns about CTE differences, this seemed like a
feasible combination. The screw was burnished with MoS2
for additional lubricity, and the mechanism was assembled
and tested at 80K. It was operated for 100 cycles, but did
not function properly, jamming several times in different
locations within the range of travel. After disassembly,
excessive debris was found on both the nut and screw
threads. Microscopic examination showed wear-through
of the MoS2 coating and wear on the threads as evident in
Figure 4. After further review of the galling data, it
became apparent that the data was only valid for ambient
environment applications. This is because the properties
are based on the formation of an oxide layer between the
two parts, which does not occur after it is worn through in
vacuum. Another factor that may have contributed to the
excessive wear was the quality of the threads, which
inspection showed had significant imperfections due to
machining marks and the thread profile was far from
nominal.

Since basing the material choices on empirical data did not
yield successful results the first two attempts, the third
decision was based on past cryogenic lead screw designs.
Most applications that utilize lead screws did in fact use
Vespel® for one of the components, so this led back to the
original material combination used for the NIRI focus
stage. Rather than using an overly complex method of
fabrication, calculations were performed to determine
exactly how the threads should be cut in order to achieve

Figure 4 SEM image of FM lead screw thread
condition before and after test
the proper fit at 80K. Once both parts were made, they
were cooled in liquid nitrogen and assembled to verify the
fit. The simple method of calculation proved to be much
more time- and cost-efficient, and equally effective.
A life test was performed on the redesigned focus
mechanism with the Vespel® nut and SS lead screw.
When post-test inspections revealed very minimal wear to
the threads, the mechanism was reassembled with a new
screw and nut, functionally tested and delivered for
integration.
Lessons Learned
The GWM and FM have been successfully tested and
delivered for integration. The design team learned several
lessons that we feel should be shared with the mechanism
design community.
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§ There is no such thing as a low cost, high reliability,
cryogenic mechanism. This mindset leads to cutting
corners and not worrying about critical details, which
leads to failure.
§ Even when a project is small and the budget is
constrained, each relevant engineering discipline must
be represented throughout the design process.
Although tribological issues were clearly going to be
critical to successful functioning of these mechanisms,
no one with particular expertise in tribology was
consulted until test failures.
§ Never dismiss the idea of a life test to prove the design
unless a very close approximation to an existing design
with similar operational and life requirements has

already been tested. Make sure that mechanical
dimensions are tightly controlled so that unit-to-unit
variations that could affect alignment or dynamic loads
are minimized.
§ If development-level tests are skipped in order to meet
schedule constraints, problems may be revealed too
late during final design life tests. Problems found late
in the life of a mechanism design have highly
constrained solution space.
§ The verification of a system/mechanism is non-trivial.
It may be as complicated, if not more complicated,
than the original design. This is especially true when
measuring displacements based on a varying gravity
vector. The test setup needs to be an order of
magnitude better then what the system is expected to
perform. Otherwise, if system performance
requirements are not achieved, there is no way to
verify whether the system failed or the test setup failed.

Relying solely on an analysis filled with assumptions
to predict system behavior has its problems. Always
perform system verification tests or an independent
form of analysis to verify performance with respect to
requirements.
§ Maintaining the schedule is only useful if the final
product performs as required. Don’t be pressured to
deliver untested or faulty hardware because of
schedule pressure, as it will cost more later and take
more time to fix than to get it completed right the first
time.
§ Be careful not to underestimate the number of cycles
that will be accumulated in optical alignment activities
or integration & test. Consult the proper I&T
authorities and get your ground cycle assumptions
thoughtfully approved or you may jeopardize your life
test assumptions with no time to recuperate.
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